COMMERCIAL INVESTING SECRETS INTRODUCTION
Why You Want to Be in Commercial Real Estate
Commercial Real Estate (CRE) Investing is warfare.
You know it, I know it, heck the whole world knows it.
You probably know the benefits of this asset class of investing but are avoiding it.
You may already know what financial possibilities exist for you. (If you don’t you will find out in
a few weeks when we share some facts about this investment genre).
But you have stumbled in the past. Perhaps dabbled a bit. Maybe even read a book about it.
And maybe you even lost money on a get rich quick program.
(TIP: Riches do not come fast in CRE investing. It is a long journey, worth the effort, but there
are no quick flips and overnight successes. “Ask me how we know that!”)
But what if you could begin your journey to expand and become involved in commercial real
estate at absolutely no cost to you today? Welcome to Commercial Investing Secrets Tips and
Tricks for the commercial real estate arena.

What this introduction is not about!
This forum isn’t for everyone.
At Team Made,” we do provide coaching, training, other residential real estate investment
courses. “That’s Our schtick.”
But the information we are providing in this introduction is directly focused on the art and
science of commercial real estate investing. It is not about the residential investment portfolio
building. What this introduction is about... is supporting our current clients and our current
audience as well as educating those who “may have some interest,” in commercial real estate.
We are supplying tips, tricks, techniques and just plain ole good ideas to anyone who is
investing in this space or anyone who is interested and wants to learn more.
And how much we are charging for this Blog?
“Nada, nothing, zilch!”

And get this...there are no lists to join, no last minute, “here’s free stuff, for 10 days and then
BAM, we cut you off with some threat that you have to join to get access to this information.”

Why are we doing this?
At Commercial Investing Secrets, we are the rebels – purposely and consciously removing
ourselves from doing things the old way. “What old way things?”
You know...being conventional, treating prospects and clients like "things!” Never challenging
the norm...that sort of stuff. In any commercial investment portfolio, you will see many
prospects, look at many assets and deploy various professional service advisors to help build
your portfolio. “Treat them all like gold!” More on this in future posts when we show you HOW
to uncover the team members you will need.
We are using some of the best advice from our online Course Manual to remove confusion
when it comes to some of the intimidating and often misunderstood aspects of being a
commercial asset owner.
Example: Being a landlord, if you so choose that path, is simple. It’s not easy, but there is a
simple path or formula you will follow each time. Stick around for a few weeks and we will
discuss some of these steps in great greater detail.
BTW - You want to cut and paste the blog? Use it to write a book? Maybe even sell it? Fill your
boots! We are grateful you would think of our material that way.

What and who is this introduction is for?
What we do care about is bringing value to our followers, our audience and whomever can use
the information to solve problems and learn more about CRE.
That’s it...just good information from the experience, training and learning we, and many of our
customers and colleagues have experienced by being in the trenches.
We are answering, in this forum, the questions we are addressing everyday with our buying
clients...so how about we share those questions and answers with you? "You are welcome!”
Folks seeking some truths about financing, buying, owning and managing commercial real
estate under $5M.

That’s it! The real thing! Value with no strings attached or unexpected sucker punches in an
effort to loosen your wallet from your HULK like grip. (“Who isn’t holding onto their wallet
much tighter than ever now?”)

What’s next?
One to two times a week, we will be posting the next article in sequential order of the buying
process itself; from mind-set to setting up your business, to prospecting for opportunities, to
defining the opportunities and even financing and closing on a building. Well, it won’t always be
in that order but...it will be close.
Just helping you navigate the CRE waters and answering your questions.
The best part! There will be a few guest contributors, so you don’t have to listen to me ramble
all the time.
(“Hey you! The reader with experience in this arena. You know who you are! Shoot me your
ideas and experiences. It is the folks in the trenches like you that resonate the most with our
readers.)
“Introduce yourself and contribute.” I’ll do my best to add it in over next few months.
Next Week “If You Can Make So Much Money In CRE, Why Isn’t Everyone Doing It?
Until we meet online again. Be safe.

If There Is So Much Money to Be Made in Commercial Real Estate, Why Isn’t
Everyone Doing It?
You have heard this idea and maybe even advice from a well-meaning marketer.
You know – the pitch that usually includes “Hey, no money down. You need no experience.
Buying a commercial building that’s fully leased will provide you with:”
•
•
•

A lifestyle of boats, cars and lavish parties,
Enough passive income allowing you to live the lifestyle you have only dreamed of,
Fine dining and travel opportunities only the rich can afford and my favorite...

•

...it requires no more than 5 hours a week and it's not that complicated.

I think I just choked on my own vomit writing that... (excuse the unpleasant picture floating in
your mind now, but that’s how I just felt.)
Lifestyles of the rich and famous – NOT!
Listen, there is income and a living to me earned in the Commercial Real Estate investing arena.
Whether you are buying yourself or lending or even investing in a commercial portfolio of some
REIT, success is available, but not without a commitment to lifelong education, mentoring from
a professional and patience. (“Along with a laundry list of other skills and requirements you will
want to work on daily!”)

Work is what you will find!
Time to talk turkey!
CRE investing can be lucrative. It can produce some incredible positive financial outcomes for
people but...and I do me BUT. It takes time, experience, training and…doing.
And losses are always possible.
“I'll bet that wasn’t music to your ears.”
But at Team Made, we prefer to tell it like it is, how it could be, and all the C.R.E.A.P in between
that could go wrong. (Commercial Real Estate is Always Pivoting)
The Barenaked Ladies covered a song by Bruce Cockburn which included the lyrics … “nothing
worth having comes without some kind of fight!”
In this case, the fight is with yourself to build a business which requires work. Lots of it.
I collaborate with clients at all levels of experience and I can tell you, there is one common
formula that underscores success in the long run with no exceptions.
Training + Obsessive Dedication to Learning + Patience = Improving Returns
Mentor
Ongoing Training

I’m not telling you anything you already do not know. No “aha,” moments here.
It is a universal truth that training yourself to be obsessed about learning while managing your
expectations and your patience exists in every successful outcome whether it is investing, life,
relationships, personal finance, you name it.
But we aren’t life coaches at Team Made, we are real estate coaches.
We are witnesses to what has been and can be accomplished!
There are no exceptions to this law, and you could find yourself on the wrong end of a big loss if
you skip any part of the training process.
You professionals reading this will testify: Luck had very little to do with your success. Training
and learning in the CRE space were and still are the foundation for all your successes
regardless.
Learning about what you ask? Hold your hat! How about...
•

Classes of Commercial Real Estate

•

Categories of Commercial Properties

•

Types of Leases - Net and Gross

•

Tenant Lease Rate Variables

•

Commercial Property Underlying Financial Metrics

•

Choosing Your Niche and Finding That Commercial Piece That Fits

•

Choosing Your territory

•

Financing

•
•

Being a Landlord
Amplifying Your Property Value....

This is the tip of the iceberg and I could go on.
I am not trying to talk you out of exploring CRE and our readers experienced in this investment
asset class will tell you it is well worth the effort and time.

I am trying to impress upon you the reason some start their commercial investing career and
often stall out is their lack of clarity of the initial effort required to achieve success. And for this
reason, there exists fewer students.
Unlike residential real estate investing, there are more moving parts that require navigating in
the commercial space.
Guiding you
Finding a mentor or even a group which collaborates with a mentor to keep costs down is a
wise first step in your CRE investing career. Seek out residential coaches who may know an
experienced commercial investor who has some time and a background in the financing and
asset assessment of CRE. Believe me, once an investor has their portfolio where they wish it to
be, they love to find some time to guide students. And please, do not seek out those mentors
and advisors if you are not prepared to invest in them and their time. “They deserve every
penny based on the risks they took and the education they amassed!”
They can help you navigate the potholes and obstacles that will inevitably show up ...usually
when you are having the most fun. “Ask me how I know that!”
Thanks for your time today.
If you have some ideas or questions, please reach out. Would like to put your experience and
ideas out there.
Next Post: How Two Individuals Achieved Their Goals in CRE: Their Strategies That Created
Their Long-Term Success! (Real Life Cases)

Why These Clients Made and Continue to Earn in The Commercial Real Estate
Markets
Flashback in time: I’m 35 years old, my wife and I are new to the commercial mortgage space.
We have a new girl on the way, the mortgage markets were strong, but we were just learning.
Only a year into being residential mortgage associates, we were not doing that well.

We weren’t broke but the writing was on the wall. “Get your butt in gear!”
Then a colleague mentioned I should consider the commercial real estate market for
mortgages. I balked at first but decided to enroll in the Calgary Real Estate Board’s Commercial
Real Estate program.
“I never looked back!”
In fact, I learned enough over the next 10 years that I decided to eventually train others.
Ironically, or perhaps it is ironic, that my best mortgage training came from the Board’s real
estate associate training.
But what constitutes a good deal?

Buying is when you make money!
This is commercial and residential real estate training and experience overlap nicely and one of
the few times they do.
My colleague and I were searching for deals that possessed those characteristics demonstrating
potential. In other words, could we “force appreciation,” on the asset after the purchase? We
looked for:
•

A price that reflected a CAP (Capitalization) rate that was rational in the area we were
searching in. “Rational?”

Yup, a Comparative Market Analysis evaluation using modest calculations and comparisons
between current income and asking price were critical first steps as they spoke volumes to the

motivation of the current owner – a critical factor when making a purchase. (Using a basic
income evaluation combined with the price being asked says a lot about the seller and their
motivation. We dive into this in the coming weeks.)
•

Weak leases with modest tenancy. We always want to have an opportunity to raise
rents when possible.

•

Lazy or absent landlords,

•

Motivated landlords,

•

Structure and aesthetic issues. Fixing up the curb appeal even in a commercial building
is not that difficult and is critical to the perceived value tenants feel they are receiving
when writing a cheque each month. (HINT...” Tenants will agree to increases in their
lease payments if they feel and know you care about the asset!” More in the coming
weeks.)

...among many other characteristics.
This list is not exhaustive.
But by trimming our initial assessment process and evaluation, we were able to sift through
product that didn’t meet our desires swiftly.
Remember we discussed in the previous post that it will be the training and work necessary to
create success in CRE? “This is the place to start!”
Uncovering an asset that meets your criteria will occupy most of your time. This is where having
a talented Commercial Associate on your team is invaluable. In that decision alone, you have

doubled your size, your reach and a good associate can be a coach and mentor right out of the
gates.
Buying using solid research and search criteria alongside a strong and seasoned associate is
where you will make your money: “You will know the forced appreciation values you can
create!”
Prove it – “these are going to be long examples!”
As the Architect of your deals, you will already have a vision in mind of the result of buying,
improving and either holding or selling the building decisions well before you write an offer.
Example 1
The “as is,” opportunity for a FLIP!
(I removed exterior photos and addresses for sensitivity reasons)
This small commercial property houses a computer store on the lower level and has three
apartments on the upper level and the rear of the building. In addition, a single-family home is
located adjacent to the commercial building that was also part of the deal.
The property was poorly maintained, and the landlord was “burnt out” after 30 years of
ownership. The tenants were not paying market rent, and some had not been given a
rental increase for 14 years. From a management viewpoint, the landlord would not
entertain any maintenance calls from the tenants. The exterior of the building required
some work, but the interior was almost exclusively cosmetic. Electrical, plumbing,
heating was all updated a few years prior as per the inspection report.
The Deal
The seller agreed to sell the property for $725,000; and based on a cash down
payment of $100,000, to carry $625,000 of this as a first mortgage based on 6%

interest (1 point over prime rate at the time) amortized over 30 years with a five-year
renewal term. In effect, the seller got his price and agreed to satisfactory terms for the
purchase to make the deal happen. The seller also agreed to no payments for 120 days
so that needed renovations could be done. This is an excellent Loan to Value (LTV) of
86.2%, and far higher than most residential LTVs since the vendor take backs are not
typically as high a percentage of the purchase price.
The $100,000 was borrowed on an interest-only basis at 10% with interest accruing
without payments for 120 days in order to use the rental income for needed
renovations. (Tip! Use the current income for renovations whenever possible.)
In addition, the house adjacent to the property was part of the deal, and title for both
properties was transferred at the time of sale.
The Strategy
You must look for problems, because when you are willing to solve problems as an
investor, this is usually when you make money in an investment. The money you make is
also in direct proportion to the size of the problem, so the larger the problem, the larger
the potential for profit. The plan was to amplify the value of the property and increasing
revenues in several ways.
The first thing done was to “increase the tenant profile”. This is a euphemism for
replacing the tenants with a better class of tenant. What was needed were tenants
agreeing to market value rents and agreeing to a pro-active landlord who would
properly maintain the building and property.
Selective and strategic improvements were made to the property, none of which were
substantial but would allow higher rents to be charged.
The Results
The property was sold two years later, generating a profit of slightly more than $200,000. This
considers the payout of the joint venture partner of slightly less than $60,000. It was this profit
that was made in about two years that made it obvious that compared to residential
investments where an approximate profit of$25,000 would result over this same timeframe,
this profit was almost ten times this amount for about the same amount of effort.
However, this deal took years, not months as can often be the case in residential investing.

Example 2
The “as is,” opportunity for a Buy and Hold
This is a five-story office building in Calgary, with a total of approximately 30,000
square feet of space. It also has a full basement.
The Deal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchased Dec 1, 2005. (Still owns the asset)
Paid $3.7M,
Owner out of town,
Small ad in the newspaper,
Wanted to sell on his own and hated real estate agents,
Had paid 1M ten years previous,
Had made a lot of money in the meantime,
Was doing a terrible job managing the property,
He just decided that now was the time he wanted to dispose of the property,
Following a lengthy negotiation, he agreed to the sale price if $500,000 down
payment was made,
An investor was used for the 500,000 and they were paid 12% for their money
deferred,
The vendor carried a $3.2M 1st mortgage,
This is an LTV of approximately 86.5%,
The monthly payment (when it commenced) was $19,400 per month,
Vacancy over 50% when took possession (part of his desire to sell),
The building was badly in need of repairs and renovation.
Rents were $21,000 gross (includes all expenses),
Only $1,600 left each month to pay the many thousands of dollars of expenses
incurred each month – a loss situation of about $10K per month,
In addition, it also needed cash for improvements and renovations,
The profit made ($200K) from Case Study 1 was used for some of the money
needed for renovations and improvements to this property.

The Strategy

Goal was to clean up building and fill vacancy: increase value and revenue with higher
(net) rent roll. Verbatim from Example 1.
To transform this tired, unattractive exterior and interior.

The Results
• Invested approximately $300,000 (thus far) in renovations, with cedar slats and
other modern embellishments, repaired the air conditioning and heating
systems, added video surveillance with digital recording on all floors, added
auto-locking security doors with secure keys to prevent break ins,
• Turned over several tenants (more than 50%); that adhere to the new tenant
profile,
• All new tenants on strong net leases with 100% occupancy,
• Communicated a new standard of excellence for property management,
occupancy rules, and landlord expectations to the tenants,
• Increased average rents from $12 per square foot “gross” to $23-$25 per square
foot “net”/square foot. This dramatically increased the net revenue stream and is
now several times higher than previously.
• Gross rent roll in 2008: approximately $71,000 / month,
• Target Net Operating Income: $600,000/ year,
• The current mortgage payments are approximately $300,000 per year, so the
cash flow to the ownership is approximately $300,000 per year.
There you have it. If you stayed through till the end you will have witnessed the many moving
parts.
I used these examples to illustrate a few points:
1. The many topics we will touch on in future posts
2. The depth of knowledge necessary to build to complete commercial deals
3. The value and plane ole money that can be made

Yes, it required capital. More importantly, the hard work, patience and ongoing learning and
training put these investors in the driver’s seat for the rest of their lives.
If you have some ideas or questions, please reach out. Would like to put your experience and
ideas out there.

Commercial Investing Secrets.

